Chapter 12: Wildlife, Native
Plants, and Endangered Species
The attitude of park managers toward the plants and animals of the Everglades
has shown an evolution. The mandate in the 1934 act to preserve intact the “unique
flora and fauna” has been variously interpreted through the years as changes in scientific thinking gradually affected management attitudes. Park promoters and early park
managers understood that certain species, such as wading birds, alligators, and royal
palms, were central to the park’s visitor appeal (figure 12-1, Cuthbert Lake Rookery).
Not surprisingly, these species were a focus of early monitoring and protective efforts.
With its limited resources, the park began the basic task of inventorying species and
learning their behaviors and the threats to them. Many of these species had scarcely been studied at all prior to the park’s establishment. As economic expansion and
population growth in the 1950s and 1960s changed the face of America, scientists
outside the Service saw that certain species were threatened with extinction. Rachel
Carson’s warnings in Silent Spring (1962) about the precarious status of some species, notably the bald eagle, were a wake-up call for many. The growing ecological
movement led to the passage in 1973 of the Endangered Species Act. The law placed
certain responsibilities on federal land managers and initially fostered a single-species

Figure 12-1. Cuthbert Lake Rookery
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focus. Simultaneously, ecologists were gaining a greater understanding of biodiversity,
species interdependency, and the critical role of habitat size. This eventually led the
Department of the Interior to focus more on multi-species recovery efforts. It also
influenced park managers toF adopt a landscape-level approach to species protection,
one that transcended political boundaries. These evolving scientific understandings
came into play in the development of the CERP in the 1990s. Although CERP had to
satisfy many competing interests, it was one of the first plans to approach ecosystem
health (and hence species preservation) at the level of the landscape.

Early NPS Evaluations of Everglades Biota
Even as the enabling legislation for Everglades National Park was making its way
through Congress, George M. Wright, head of the NPS Wildlife Division, observed
that “the wild life [sic] of the Everglades is a paramount reason for making a national
park of this area.” As has often been remarked, the Everglades lacked the dramatic
geological features of the western parks, and wildlife was seen as the main attraction
for visitors. A handful of scientists in the 1930s looked forward to Everglades National Park as a subtropical biological preserve. This broad vision of the park as a preserve was shared by only a few in the scientific community and had made no headway
among NPS management. Dan Beard’s 1938 Wildlife Reconnaissance addressed physiographic regions, but not wildlife habitat per se. He devoted 27 pages to the area’s rare
species, mostly the fauna. Species that Beard discussed included the Florida panther
(which he called the Florida cougar), the manatee, the great white heron, the roseate
spoonbill, the Everglade kite, the alligator, and the crocodile.583 Beard expressed the
greatest concern for the crocodile, which he feared might become extinct on the mainland within five years if not protected. The only rare flora that he discussed were the
royal palm (Roystonia regia) and the Everglades palm (Acoelorrhaphe wrightii), which Beard
called the saw-cabbage palm.584
Following establishment in 1947, Beard and his staff worked to gain an understanding of the populations and ranges of park fauna and flora and provide a wildlife
show for visitors at carefully selected locations. Beginning in January 1949, the park
chief naturalist prepared a monthly report that included a section on research and observation. A sample entry: “On the 21st of the month, Smooth-billed Anis, (Crotophaga
ani) were observed along the trail over Taylor Slough. This is the first record from
the park area since 1918.” The nine projects in Park Biologist’s Joseph Moore’s work
583 Beard devoted 5-1/2 pages to the flamingo, although nothing indicated that the bird had nested in Florida in the historic period.
584 George M. Wright to Dir. Albright, Mar. 8, 1933, NARA II, RG 79, NPS CCF, box 914; Beard,
Wildlife Reconnaissance, 63-89.
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plan for fiscal year 1950 indicated how much basic biological information was lacking.
Moore hoped to address:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Plant community dynamics
Alligator and crocodile census
Sea turtle reproduction
Manatee range and breeding
Vectors of communicable disease
Small mammal density
Fox squirrel ecology
Bird rookeries
Bird roosts and feeding grounds

A major first step in giving visitors a look at Everglades wildlife came with the
January 1950 opening of the elevated Anhinga Trail at Royal Palm Hammock (see
chapter 20).585 Protecting species from human depredation was also a key part of the
mission; that story is covered below in chapter 21.
Thanks largely to efforts of Dr. Bill Robertson, data sets on bird species were
begun in the 1950s that have been maintained for decades. As park biologist Oron
“Sonny” Bass has put it, “Bill always had the foresight to realize the value of longterm databases. Our eagle database started in 1959 [1958/1959] and continues today.”
Another important ongoing effort was the annual Christmas bird census at Coot Bay.
This began in December 1950 under the sponsorship of the park and the Tropical
Audubon Society and has been maintained ever since. These counts provide a decades-long series of observations of resident and visiting species. The 1978 count, for
example, recorded 156 species, nine of them rare or unusual. 586

The Impact of the Endangered Species Act
The 1973 Endangered Species Act (ESA) was the first federal legislation to
impose significant procedural requirements related to imperiled wildlife on federal
agencies. It was preceded by more limited legislation in 1966 and 1969. The 1966 Endangered Species Preservation Act authorized the Secretary of the Interior to compile
a list of species threatened by extinction and encouraged all federal agencies to protect such species. This act was amended in 1969. The first listings under the 1966 act
585 Proposed Work Program for the Park Biologist, approved June 30, 1949, NARA Ph, RG 79,
79-58A-360; SMR, Jan. 1950; Chief Naturalist’s Report, Dec. 1949, EVER 28443. Ten years of park
chief naturalist monthly reports are available at: http://archive.org/stream/chiefparknatural4959unse#page/n63/mode/2up.
586 Bass interview; Chief Naturalist’s Report, Jan. 1950, EVER 29443. National Park Wildlife
Monitoring Annual Report, FY79, EVER 42242, ser. IV. Robertson also began a long-term database
on terns at Dry Tortugas National Park.
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occurred in 1967. Upon passage of the 1973 law, existing listings became subject to
the new provisions.587
President Richard Nixon signed the Endangered Species Act (ESA) on December 28, 1973, after Congress had approved it on a broad bipartisan basis. It was the
most comprehensive and stringent of the flurry of environmental laws passed in the
1970s, and most members of Congress did not understand its implications. The act’s
stated purpose was to conserve the ecosystems that endangered and threatened species depended upon. The act defined endangered as “in danger of extinction throughout all or a significant portion of its range.” It defined threatened as “likely to become
endangered within the foreseeable future.” The ESA set up a three-step process under
which the status of a species first would be evaluated. If it was determined to be
endangered or threatened, its critical habitat would be defined, and finally a species
recovery plan formulated. Under current regulations, recovery plans are to contain
“objective, measurable criteria” for measuring progress toward a species’s recovery.
The National Marine Fisheries Service, a branch of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), administered the act for marine species. The U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) was responsible for all other species. Once a species
was listed as endangered, federal agencies were required to seek a biological assessment from the appropriate agency prior to any action that could potentially affect
the species. Private individuals were prohibited from killing, harming, harassing, or
transporting endangered wildlife species. Under the original act, this prohibition was
absolute and included a ban on harming wildlife habitat. Endangered plants enjoyed
less protection; their transport was prohibited, but they could be freely disturbed on
private property unless a federal action (typically a permit) was involved.588
A 1982 amendment to the ESA set up procedures that allowed private land owners to engage in “incidental” takings of wildlife or wildlife habitat if they provided
mitigation. The FWS would consider habitat conservation plans that minimized or
mitigated damage “to the maximum extent practicable.” The plans often involved the
conservation or purchase of other habitat by a landowner to compensate for the lost
habitat. If FWS found the plan biologically acceptable and financially sound, it would
issue an incidental-take permit, allowing a project to go forward and protecting the

587 Charles C. Mann and Mark L. Plummer, Noah’s Choice: The Future of Endangered Species
(New York: Knopf, 1995), 153-156; P. L. 89-669, P. L. 91-135.
588 Joe Roman, Listed: Dispatches from America’s Endangered Species Act (Cambridge, Mass.:
Harvard University Press, 2011), 51-53; Donald C. Baur and William R. Irvin, ed., Endangered Species Act: Law, Policy, and Perspectives (Chicago: American Bar Assn., 2002), xi. Other 1970s acts
were the Clean Air Act, 1970; the Water Pollution Control Act, 1972; the Marine Mammal Protection
Act, 1972, and the Fishery Conservation and Management Act, 1976.
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landowners from penalties under the ESA.589 Environmental groups from time to time
have questioned the adequacy of some habitat conservation plans.590
The ESA had profound effects on the management of wildlife in national parks
and elsewhere. As of this writing, approximately 20 endangered or threatened animals
and two endangered plants are found in Everglades National Park. Most of the endangered animals that breed within the park are individually considered below. Because
of their expertise, park and research center scientists have been called upon to serve
on recovery teams for species. Park scientists also serve on interagency bodies created
to assist in species conservation and recovery. The ESA and the National Environmental Protection Act require reviews of the effects on endangered species when a
project involves federal funding or a federal permit. Because a great deal of private
development in South Florida involves draining wetlands and thus a permit from the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the provisions of the ESA frequently come into play.
The park comments on permit applications to the Corps. The FWS is a sister agency
of the NPS within the Department of the Interior. The missions of the two agencies
overlap but are not identical. At times, biological assessments concerning endangered
species from the FWS have complicated management actions contemplated by the
park or other agencies.

State Regulations on Threatened and Endangered Species
In June 1999, Florida established its own endangered and threatened species list.
The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission maintains the listings. Florida
recognizes two levels of threat: endangered species and species of special concern.591

Biodiversity and Conservation Biology
At about the same time that the ESA was under consideration, something of
a sea change was taking place among ecologists and some land managers. From the
1960s through the 1980s, a great deal was learned about biological diversity at multiple levels (genetic, species, ecosystem) and the dynamic nature of ecosystems and
landscapes. An increasingly sophisticated set of tools, notably remote sensing, computer modeling, and geographical positioning systems, became available. These developments, coupled with a growing awareness of ecology’s social aspects, produced
589 Mann and Plummer, 187-188.
590 David S. Wilcove, “Endangered Species Management: the U.S. Experience,” in Conservation
Biology for All, Navjot S. Sodhi and Paul R. Ehrlich, ed. (New York: Oxford University Press, 2010),
229-230, http://www.conbio.org/publications/free-textbook.
591 Florida Administrative Code, Section 68A-27, https://www.flrules.org/gateway/RuleNo.asp?title=RULESRELATINGTOENDANGEREDORTHREATENED SPECIES&ID=68A-27.0012.
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a new discipline, conservation biology. Conservation biology has been defined as a
“crisis-driven, mission-oriented, problem-solving discipline” oriented toward the “description, explanation, appreciation, protection, and perpetuation of biological diversity.” Conservation biology focuses on ecosystem- and landscape-level issues as well as
interactions among species. As conservation biology began to gain traction, ecologists
increasingly questioned the single-species orientation of the ESA. The concept of
ecosystem management also evolved from conservation biology. As scientists gained
greater understanding of the interrelationships across an ecosystem, it was increasingly apparent that active management decisions would be needed to sustain ecosystem
health. These insights were important in the development of the Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan (chapter 28).592
Everglades National Park was the site of an important early biodiversity experiment. In their 1967 book, The Theory of Island Biogeography, Robert H. MacArthur and
Edward O. Wilson argued that the diversity of species on an island was directly related
to the size of the island and its distance from other islands or the mainland. The book
became a classic and led to a great deal of work on the role of habitat size and the
degree of isolation on species diversity. To test his ideas on the achievement of species
equilibrium on an island, Wilson in 1968 got permission from Everglades National
Park to totally eliminate all arthropods on two small (11 to 18 meters in diameter)
mangrove islets. Wilson and his graduate student, Daniel S. Simberloff, carefully tallied the number of arthropod species before extermination. Recolonization occurred
within four to six months and validated Wilson’s predictive model concerning relative
isolation. Wilson later described this as one of the first experiments on a complete
natural ecosystem.593

Multi-Species Recovery Plans
Through the mid-1990s, the majority of recovery plans under the ESA were single-species plans.594 Responding to the increased focus on biodiversity and pressured
by lawsuits, the FWS from 1995 more often emphasized multi-species plans. In theory,
multi-species plans had the potential to improve ecosystem health, thus benefitting numerous species, while also saving time and money. The great majority of multi-species
plans approved in the 1980s and 1990s included fewer than ten species. South Florida,
592 Curt Meine, “Conservation Biology: Past and Present,” in Sodhi and Ehrlich, Conservation
Biology for All, 7-12.
593 Robert H. MacArthur and Edwin O. Wilson, The Theory of Island Biogeography (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1967); Edwin O. Wilson, “The Species Equilibrium,” in Nature Revealed: Selected Writings, 1949-2006 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2006), 484-494.
594 The first multi-species plan covered two plant species found in the sand dunes of Eureka
Valley, California.
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with its severely compromised ecosystems and large number of threatened and endangered species, appeared a prime candidate for the multi-species approach. The FWS
assembled a large team to prepared the South Florida Multi-Species Recovery Plan (MSRP),
released in 1999.The plan identified the recovery needs of 68 threatened and endangered species and 23 natural communities. The territorial range of the plan was the 19
southernmost Florida counties, embracing 26,000 square miles. The MSRP was “one
of the first specifically designed to recover multiple species through the restoration of
ecological communities over a large geographic area.” Tom Armentano, Oron L. Bass
Jr., David Jones, and Skip Snow from the park were members of the team that developed the MSRP. In March 2007, the FWS gave formal notice of the availability of the
final implementation schedule under the MSRP.595

More Resources to Study Species
The establishment of the South Florida Research Center in 1977 gave Everglades
National Park resources to study rare and endangered species that had previously been
lacking. The center produced a flurry of studies in late 1970s and 1980s on individual
species and ecological topics. As the FWS became more active in implementing the
ESA, its scientists often took the lead in studying imperiled species. The state of Florida also stepped up its research conservation efforts, and more and more academic
scientists chose to conduct studies in South Florida.
The remainder of this chapter provides summaries of how major categories and
individual species have been approached by park managers over the decades since
1947.

Wading Birds
Wading birds that have been known historically to nest in Everglades National
Park include the roseate spoonbill (Ajaja ajaja), the great egret (Cadmerodius albus), the
wood stork (Mycteria americana), the white ibis (Eudocimus albus), the snowy egret (Egretta
thula), the tricolor heron (Egretta tricolor), the little blue heron (Egretta caerules), the great
blue heron (Ardea herodias), and the black-crowned night heron (Nycticorax nycticorax).
Of these, the wood stork, great egret, snowy egret, white ibis, and roseate spoonbill
595 FWS, South Florida Multi-Species Recovery Plan (Atlanta: FWS, 1999), ix, http://www.
fws.gov/verobeach/ListedSpeciesMSRP.html; Susan D. Jewell, “Multi-Species Recovery Plans,”
Endangered Species Bulletin 25/4 (May/June 2000):30-31; J. A. Clark and E. Harvey, “Assessing
Multi-Species Recovery Plans under the Endangered Species Act,” Ecological Applications 12/3
(June 2002):655-658.
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currently nest in the park in verifiable numbers. Several other wading birds are casual
park visitors (figure 12-2, Tricolor heron).596
As the crowning glory of Everglades wildlife, wading birds were of paramount
concern to Superintendent Beard and his small staff in the park’s early years. Park
rangers acted to protect known rookeries and monitored yearly breeding success as
best they could. At first the primary motivation was probably ensuring a good wildlife
display, but it later became apparent that the status of wading birds was an excellent indicator of the general health of the ecosystem. As soon as they were in park ownership,
rangers closed Cuthbert Lake
Rookery, East River Rookery,
and Rookery Branch in headwaters of Shark River Park
during breeding season.597
The completion of the
WCAs under the Central and
South Florida Project in the
1960s closed off sheet flow
into the park and began to affect wading bird nesting. The
formation and continuance
of bird rookeries depend on
the availability of prey – the
small fish and invertebrates
that collect in pools as the
glades dry out in winter. The
closing of the gates to WCA
3 in the 1960s coincided with
drought, and the ridge and
slough areas were frequently
too dry. In later years, when
water levels were too high farther north, large amounts of
water were dumped into the
park, interfering with the conFigure 12-2. Tricolor heron
centration of prey. From park
596 A comprehensive checklist of birds found in the park is available online at
http://www.nps.gov/ever/naturescience/birdspecieslist.htm. The cattle egret (Bubulcus ibis), a
species introduced to North America in the nineteenth century, is also found in the park.
597 Supt. Beard to RDR1, Dec. 18, 1951, NARA Ph, RG 79, 79-58A-360, box 7.
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establishment, rangers estimated bird populations in rookeries. In the 1980s, South
Florida Research Center (SFRC) staff began flying regular surveys and estimating
rookery populations from the air, a practice that has continued. Center scientists also
did studies that, among other things, began to reveal differences in prey preference
and feeding range for different species. By the late 1980s, park scientists were able to
identify three major impacts from the C&SF project. First, birds were delaying nesting. Wood storks that previously nested in November/December were now forming
colonies in February/March. The smaller herons, egrets, and ibis had shifted from
February/March to March/April. Second, birds were changing their nesting locations.
Species with more limited foraging ranges, like egrets, white ibis, and the smaller herons, were more often nesting to the north in WCA 3. Finally, nesting was becoming
less successful. As one example, from 1953 through 1962, wood storks nested successfully within the park in seven of 10 years; from 1963 through 1988, in only seven of
25 years.598
The wood stork is the only wading bird nesting in the park that has ever been listed as endangered. The southeastern U.S. is the northern extent of the breeding range
of this large (30- to 45-inch-tall) white bird with black accents. Wood storks typically
nest in medium to tall trees occurring in stands located either in swamps or on islands
surrounded by open water. Storks often nest in conjunction with great egrets, snowy
egrets, white ibis, and other wading birds. Wood storks forage using tactolocation, or
grope feeding. The birds put their open beaks in shallow water and snap them shut
when fish of sufficient size are detected.599
The FWS listed the U.S. population of the wood stork as endangered on February 28, 1984. A recovery plan was signed on September 9, 1986, and a revised recovery
plan released on January 27, 1997. The FWS has not designated critical habit for the
species. Wood stork populations hit a low point in the late 1970s, when it was estimated that there were 5,000 breeding pairs in the entire Southeast. Before the 1970s, 75
percent of wood storks nested south of Lake Okeechobee. As changes to the water
regime in South Florida made that region less hospitable to the storks, their breeding
range has expanded to the north. As of the mid 2000s, 70 per cent of wood storks
were nesting north of Lake Okeechobee. Substantial numbers of breeding colonies
are now located in North Florida, Georgia, and South Carolina. Overall, it appears
that the number of breeding pairs per colony has declined. The greatest threat to
the species remains the loss foraging wetlands. As wetlands are lost under approved
habitat conservation permits, it is not certain that the wetlands provided as mitigation
598 John C. Odgen, Impacts of the Everglades GDM on Populations of Nesting Wading Birds in
Everglades National Park, Dec. 1988, EVER 22965; Bass and Kushlan interviews.
599 Multi-Species Recovery Plan, 4-393-4-402.
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will adequately meet wood stork foraging needs. The wood stork has been identified as a sentinel species to measure the success of the restoration of the Everglades
ecosystem.600
In June 2014, Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell announced that the FWS was
beginning the process of moving the wood stork from endangered to threatened status. The step was taken because the bird had successfully established nesting colonies
in Georgia and the Carolinas. The FWS gave an estimate of 9,000 breeding pairs in
justifying the change in status. The National Audubon Society questioned whether
there was an adequate scientific basis for making the change.601

Estimating Bird Populations
Any discussion of Everglades wading birds must address a persistent myth. The
confident statement that the wading bird population of the Everglades has declined 90
or even 95 percent can be found in dozens of books and articles. Although it is clear
that wading bird populations are now less than they were in the past, it is impossible
to accurately estimate populations prior to the 1970s. Simply put, there are no data
to support assertions that South Florida had as many as 2.5 million wading birds in
the 1870s before organized plume hunting began or had rebounded to a million or
a million and one-half birds by 1935. In 1973, for example, Bill Robertson gave the
following estimates for South Florida wading bird populations:602
1870
1910
1935
1960
1973

2,500,000
500,000
1,500,000
300,000
150,000

There were no qualified observers in the Everglades before 1901, so nineteenth
century estimates are mere guesses. Following Guy Bradley’s 1905 death, Audubon
wardens did not return to the area until 1931. In the mid-1930s, the NAS’s Robert Porter Allen established a field research station at Tavernier in the keys. Allen visited the
huge colony at Rookery Branch on Shark River and reported that the number of birds
was beyond counting. Over time, in various Audubon publications, the number rose to
hundreds of thousands, then half a million, and finally a million—all based on Allen’s
600 FWS, Wood Stork (Mycteria Americana) 5-Year Review (Jacksonville: FWS, 2007).
601 “Iconic Wood Stork No Longer on Endangered List,” Portland Press Herald, June 26, 2014.
602 Dr. William B. Robertson Jr to Joel Kuperberg, Executive Dir., Trustees of the Internal Improvement Trust Fund, June 1, 1973, EVER-01385.
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original observation that they were too many to count. In 1946, as FWS wardens were
replacing Audubon wardens in the Everglades, Allen reviewed warden reports from
1901-1905 and 1931 on. His analysis cautioned that no great reliance should be placed
on warden bird counts because wardens were few, each warden used his own methods
to arrive at population estimates, and there were wide, unexplained fluctuations from
year to year. Once the million plus bird estimate and 90 percent decline claim got into
print, they kept being repeated. Their popularity stems in part from their usefulness in
getting the public’s attention and promoting conservation measures.603

Cape Sable Seaside Sparrow
The Cape Sable seaside sparrow (Ammodramus maritime mirabilis) is a medium-sized,
nonmigratory sparrow found only in Monroe and Miami-Dade Counties (figure 12-3,
Cape Sable seaside sparrow). It is one of eight extant subspecies of seaside sparrow
found in the U.S. The Cape Sable seaside sparrow was first reported and described in
1918 when a population was nesting in and around Cape Sable. The 1935 hurricane
changed the Cape Sable vegetation and water salinities, and the sparrow was later found
nesting in locations farther inland. By the 1990s, six subpopulations had been identified, all in or directly adjacent to Everglades National Park. The sparrow is quite particular about where it nests,
seeking short-hydroperiod
marl prairies and avoiding
sites with permanent water
cover. Sparrow nests occur in
vegetation within six or seven
inches of the ground, making them highly vulnerable to
rises in water level. The sparrow typically does not nest on
burned-over prairie until two
to four years after a fire and
frequently walks along the
ground to forage. Since the Figure 12-3. Cape Sable seaside sparrow.
bird has a lifespan of just two

603 R[obert] P[orter] A[llen] to John H. Baker, transmitting A Report of Warden Work and Rookery Success in South Florida, 1902-1946, Oct. 4, 1946, EVER-01385; Kushlan interview; Graham,
169-170.
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to four years, even short-term disruption of its nesting and foraging habitat can have
dire consequences for the subspecies’s survival.604
The FWS listed the sparrow as endangered March 11, 1967, and designated critical habitat on September 22, 1977, at a time when the full distribution of sparrow
subpopulations was not understood. A recovery plan was prepared in April 1983, with
SFRC scientist James Kushlan as chair; the plan was then updated in May 1999 as part
of the MSRP. In August 1999, the Biodiversity Legal Foundation and others petitioned
the FWS to revise the designated critical habitat. The FWS determined that new information obtained since 1977 likely warranted a revision. Believing that FWS was
not responding within the required time periods, the Biodiversity Legal Foundation in
December 2000 brought suit in U.S. District Court. The court ordered the Service to
commit to a timetable for preparing a revised critical habitat. In response, FWS published a proposed rule in October 2006 and a final rule on critical habitat in November 2007. The final rule designated 84,865 acres of critical habit in five discontiguous
units. Four of the units are entirely within Everglades National Park. Unit 3 straddles
the eastern park border and includes 9,867 acres of state-managed land (figure 12-4,
Cape Sable seaside sparrow subpopulations).605
Starting in 1978, NPS scientists began studying the sparrow’s distribution and
abundance, conducting a systematic survey in 1981. This resulted in several publications and a 1982 sparrow management plan. At that time, sparrows were nesting on
the northwestern edge of the park, in the East Everglades, south of the main park
road, and just to the east of the park boundary. Between 1993 and 1995, the abundance of the sparrow declined by more than 50 percent. A major reason was that
water released by the SFWMD was flooding sparrow nesting areas on the western
side of the park. At the same time, nesting areas on the eastern side of the park were
being adversely affected by fire. In February 1999, the FWS issued a biological opinion
concluding that tests one through seven of the modified water deliveries program (see
chapter 28) were “the primary cause of declines in sparrow populations since 1992
and have jeopardized, and will continue to jeopardize the continued existence” of the
subspecies. In October 1999, the Natural Resources Defense Fund and others brought
suit against the Corps and the water management district asking the U.S. district court
to order the defendants to take steps to protect the sparrow. In 2001, the court denied the plaintiffs’ motion for injunctive relief. In the meantime, in January 2000, the
Miccosukee Tribe had filed its own lawsuit claiming that actions by the Corps and the
604 “Critical Habitat Designation, Cape Sable Seaside Sparrow, Proposed Rule,” 71 Fed. Reg.
63980-64002 (Oct. 1, 2006).
605 32 Fed. Reg. 4001 (original designation); the final rule on revised critical habitat and citations
to other rules is found in 73 Fed. Reg. 62736-62766 (Nov. 6, 2007).
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district aimed at aiding the sparrow had harmed the tribe by elevating water levels in
WCA 3.606
Of the six identified sparrow subpopulations, three – subpopulations A, B, and E
-- are core populations, i.e., they are believed to be capable of maintaining large enough
numbers to be self-sustaining. As of 2010, the FWS considered only subpopulation B
(located south of the main park road) self-sustaining. Subpopulation A on the western
edges of Shark Slough was the hardest hit by the 1990s flooding. FWS places a high
priority on restoring an appropriate water regime for subpopulation A. Subpopulation
C is in the headwaters of Taylor Slough, which has experienced significant fluctuations
in water level from year to year. The census of subpopulation C fluctuated between 48
and 160 individuals for most of the 1990s and 2000s. Subpopulations D and F have
been consistently small, with generally fewer than 50 individuals.607

Everglades Snail Kite
The bird is now officially known simply as the snail kite, but the older name of
Everglades snail kite is commonly used. This kite (Rostrhamus socialibilis plumbeous) is
a medium-sized hawk with a wingspan of about 45 inches.. Mature males are slate
gray with a red beak and black and white tail; adult females are mottled brown and
white. The Everglades kite is believed to be one of three subspecies of a kite that
is also found in Cuba and Central and South America. The subspecies Rostrhamus
socialibilis plumbeous is found in Cuba, Northwest Honduras and Central and South
Florida. The Florida population of the kite feeds almost entirely on the freshwater
apple snail (Pomacea paludosa). The bird’s slender curved beak is specially adapted for
removing a snail from its shell. Kite habitat consists of freshwater marshes and the
edges of lakes where apple snails are found. Observations in the 1960s indicated that
the total kite population had fallen to dangerously low levels, perhaps fewer than 100
individuals, although the limitations of the survey methodology employed at that time
make firm conclusions impossible. Beginning in the early 1990s, some birds have been
radio-tracked, and recent population estimates carry more reliability. Kite populations
were on the increase through the 1990s, but then declined in the 2000s, probably as

606 73 Fed. Reg. 62736-62766 (Nov. 6, 2007); “Glades Flooding Killed Hundreds of Sparrows,” Miami Herald, Nov. 28, 1998; quotation in Multi-Species Recovery Plan, 4-357; Case No.
99-2899-CIV-Moore/O’Sullivan, U.S. District Court, Southern District of Florida.
607 FWS, Cape Sable Seaside Sparrow (Ammodramus maritimus mirabilis) 5-Year Review:
Summary and Evaluation (Vero Beach, Fla.: FWS, 2010).
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a result of a number of years of low water, which reduced the supply of apple snails
available to kites.608
The Everglades snail kite was listed as endangered on March 11, 1967. Critical
habitat for the subspecies was designated on August 11, 1977. A recovery plan was
produced on March 11, 1983, and revised September 9, 1986. A substantially revised
recovery plan was prepared as part of the MSRP of May 18, 1999. As the Central and
South Florida Project changed water levels in marshes, lakes, and streams, kite populations have relocated within the state. Major nesting grounds for the kite in recent
decades have been Lake Tohopekaliga and WCA 3. Few if any kites have been nesting
within Everglades National Park. In recent years, an exotic species from South America, the island apple snail (Pomacea insularum) has been found in greater numbers in
South Florida. The island apple snail is considerably larger than the native apple snail,
the kite’s traditional prey, but is less affected by changes in water levels. As yet, it is
unclear whether the intruder is replacing the native snail or how suitable a food source
the introduced species will be for the kite.609

Bald Eagle
The bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) is America’s national bird, having been
chosen in 1782 to appear on the great seal of the United States. It is the only species
of sea eagle in the U.S. and makes its home near a variety of bodies of water—oceans,
bays, rivers, large lakes, and reservoirs—across the country (figure 12-5, bald eagle in
flight). Adults have white heads and tails contrasting with a chocolate brown body. The
bird’s Latin name translates as sea (salt) eagle with a white head. Females weigh from
10 to 14 pounds; males are smaller at 8-10 pounds. The bird’s wingspan can exceed 7
feet. The eagle’s primary prey is fish, but it also feeds on small reptiles, birds, mammals,
and carrion. Eagles return to the same area and often the same nest, year after year.
In 1962’s Silent Spring, Rachel Carson used the bald eagle to drive home her warnings
about the dire effects of organochlorine pesticides, notably DDT, on bird populations.
Largely because of uncontrolled pesticide use, the bird went into a severe decline after
World War II, with fewer than 500 breeding pairs remaining in the lower 48 states in

608 Multi-Species Recovery Plan, 4-291-294; Doreen Cubie, “Are These Kites Headed for a
Fall?” National Wildlife 45/1 (Dec. 2006/Jan 2007):18-20; Audubon Florida, “Everglades Snail Kite
Nesting Season Summary, 2012,” http://fl.audubon.org/sites/default/files/documents/audubon_evergladesnailkite_jan2013.pdf.
609 FWS, Everglades Snail Kite (Rostrhamus sociabilis plumbeus) 5-Year Review: Summary and
Evaluation (Vero Beach, Fla.: FWS, 2007); Christopher E. Cattau, Julien Martin, and Wiley M. Kitchens, “Effects of an Exotic Prey Species on a Native Specialist: Example of the Snail Kite,” Biological
Conservation 143 (2009):513-520.
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Figure 12-5. Bald eagle in flight

1963. The pesticides had similar effects on osprey, pelicans, and other top-tier predator
birds.
Because of the eagle’s uncertain future, high public profile, and protected status
within Everglades National Park, Dr. Bill Robertson made the species a focus of early
censuses and research. In winter 1958/1959, Robertson and other park staff began
flying over the park and adjacent areas in fixed wing aircraft, counting eagle nests and
monitoring fledglings. Eagle nests are large, weighing up to 1,000 pounds, and often
fairly easy to spot from the air. Observers also were able to spot adult eagles in flight
and follow them to their nests. In addition to counting individuals, the researchers
removed a few eggs and had them tested for organochlorines. Robertson reported in
1969 that eagles in the park “appear to be reproducing at a rate entirely adequate to
maintain the local population, in spite of surprisingly high DDE [dichlorodiphenyldichloroethylene610] residues detected in eggs.” The U.S. banned DDT in 1972, and bald
610 DDE is one of the more common byproducts when the pesticide DDT [dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane] breaks down in the environment.
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eagles began a slow recovery in many areas of the U.S. Robertson was a member of
the team that produced a recovery plan for the southeastern population of bald eagles
in 1984.611
Even before the U.S. enacted broad legislation to protect endangered species,
Congress in 1940 passed the Bald Eagle Protection Act. This law made it a federal
crime to take bald eagles anywhere.612 On March 11, 1967, the eagle was placed on the
endangered species list south of latitude 40 north (roughly, a line from northern California to Philadelphia). On February 14, 1978, it was listed as endangered in 43 states
(including Florida) and threatened in five midwestern and western states. As eagle
population continued to increase, the FWS on July 12, 1995, reclassified the species as
threatened in those 43 states. Finally, after a prolonged period of analysis and public
comment, the FWS declared the bald eagle recovered and delisted it, effective August
8, 2007. By that point almost 10,000 nesting pairs were present in the lower 48 states.613
The bald eagle monitoring at Everglades represents one of the longest continuous monitoring efforts on a single species anywhere in the U.S. The annual eagle
monitoring from aircraft was carried out by Everglades park staff from 1958/1959
through 2013/2014, using the same basic protocol of observing individuals and nests.
Each nesting area was surveyed monthly over the five-to-seven-month nesting season.
Monitoring was less frequent in just four years (1980, 1981, 1984, and 1985) because
of vacant positions among the park’s biology staff. Recent park eagle research has included studying blood chemistry and tracking eagle movements by satellite.614

Brown Pelican
The eastern brown pelican (Pelecanus occidentalis occidentalis) is a large grey-brown
water bird with white head and neck feathers that can reach a weight of up to eight
pounds and a wingspan up to seven feet (figure 12-6, brown pelican). The bird feeds
by plunge diving for fish in ocean waters, rarely venturing more than 20 miles from
611 William B. Robertson and John C. Ogden, Population Dynamics of Bald Eagles in Everglades
National Park, n.d. [1969], EVER 42242, ser. IV; “ ‘Glades May Save Eagles,” Miami Herald, July 24,
1963; FWS, Southeastern States Bald Eagle Recovery Plan (Atlanta: FWS, August 1984).
612 In federal law, the term “take” is defined as “to harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound,
kill, trap, capture, or collect, or to attempt to engage in any such conduct.” Endangered Species Act,
section 3(18).
613 32 Fed. Reg. 4001; “Removing the Bald Eagle in the Lower 48 States from the List of Endangered and Threatened Wildlife,” 72 Fed. Reg. 37346-37372; Institute of Wildlife Sciences, Inc., http://
www.instwildlifesciences.org/eagle2.html.
614 Lori Oberhofer, personal communications, Oct. 30, 2013, and July 3, 2014; John D. Baldwin,
Jason W. Bosley, Lori Oberhofer, Oron L. Bass, and Brian K. Mealey, “Long-Term Changes, 19582010, in the Reproduction of Bald Eagles of Florida Bay, Southern Coastal Everglades,” Journal of
Raptor Research 46/4 (2012):338-339. Funding shortfalls limited the aerial surveys in 2013/2014 to
runs over Florida Bay.
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Figure 12-6. Brown pelican

shore. In Florida, brown pelicans nest in trees or on the ground, mostly on mangrove
islands and other small islands. Nesting sites are scattered widely throughout the state;
in 1983, FWS estimated that 5 percent of Florida nesting sites were within Everglades
National Park. In the late 1950s, brown pelican populations in Texas and Louisiana
declined dramatically because of the effects of the use of organochlorine pesticides.
The pesticides killed birds directly and also reduced reproductive success by thinning
the thickness of eggshells. Populations in South Florida seem not to have suffered as
much as those farther west.615
The FWS placed the brown pelican throughout its U.S. range on the list of endangered species on October 13, 1970. A recovery plan for the eastern brown pelican
was published on August 1, 1980.The pesticide DDT was banned in the U.S. in 1972
and the use of other pesticides sharply curtailed. As a result, the shell thickness of
615 “Removal of the Brown Pelican in the Southeastern United States from the List of Endangered and Threatened Species,” 50 Fed. Reg. 4938-4945 (Feb. 4, 1985).
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pelican eggs (as well as osprey and bald eagle eggs) increased. Brown pelican populations stabilized or rebounded in many areas. As of February 4, 1985, the FWS removed the pelican on the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts from endangered status, with the
exception of Texas, Louisiana, and Mississippi. In the southeastern states, including all
of Florida, the bird was “at or above historical breeding levels and has stable population numbers and productivity.”616 The greatest remaining threat to the pelican is loss
of suitable breeding ground.

Reintroduced Birds
Before the park’s establishment, wild turkeys and a number of other bird species
were resident in pine uplands in South Florida. Traditionally, turkeys were an important source of food for Everglades residents. As early as 1911, Seminole Billy Bowlegs
lamented that turkeys were getting harder to find (figure 12-7, wild turkey). More and
more pineland was lost to development after World War II. Between park establishment

Figure 12-7. Wild turkey

616 50 Fed. Reg. 4938-4945 (Feb. 4, 1985).
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and the 1970s, turkeys and six other birds (eastern bluebirds, brown-headed nuthatches, southeastern American kestrels, red-cockaded woodpecker, hairy woodpecker, and
summer tanager) disappeared from upland areas of the park. The park began to look
toward reintroducing species. A1971 attempt to reintroduce turkeys to Long Pine Key
was unsuccessful, probably because hunting was still taking place on the private property in the Hole-in-the-Donut. Any turkeys that wandered into the fields on private
land likely were shot.617
In the 2000s, the park renewed its efforts to reintroduce wild turkeys (Melagris
gallopavo osceola), eastern bluebirds (Sialia sialia), and brown-headed nuthatches (Siarta
pusilla). In January 2000, 22 female and seven male turkeys were released on Long
Pine Key. Most died quickly, but six years later, one of the original males and five to
six from subsequent generations were known to be present. By the 2000s, prescribed
burns in the pinelands were likely more successful than previously in maintaining turkey habitat. In January 2006, another 25 birds were released on Long Pine Key.618
Following Hurricane Andrew in 1992, park scientists noted that downing of trees
caused by the storm might be a boon to cavity-nesting birds like bluebirds and nuthatches. In May 1997, a bird watcher observed two bluebirds, the first park sighting in
more than three decades. The park then decided to transplant bluebirds and nuthatches from Big Cypress to Long Pine Key in hopes of establishing breeding populations.
All translocated birds were tagged. By 2001, breeding populations of about 25 individuals of each species were present on Long Pine Key.619

Freshwater Fishes
The freshwater marshes, alligator holes, solution holes, creeks, and rivers of the
Everglades are home to about 30 species of native freshwater fishes. The smaller
marsh fishes are predominantly killifishes (Cyprinodontidae), livebearers (Poeciliidae),
and juvenile sunfishes (Centrarchidae). Among the most abundant are the bluefin killifish (Lucania goodei), the least killifish (Heterandria formosa), the eastern mosquitofish
(Gambusia holbrooki), and the flagfish (Jordanella floridae). Deeper waters, notably alligator holes, support larger species: the Florida gar (Lepisosteus platyrhincus), the yellow bullhead (Ameiurus natalis), adult sunfishes, and the occasional largemouth bass
(Micropterus salmoides). Before drainage the annual winter drydown of the Everglades
617 “Billie Bowlegs and Sister Visit Kissimmee Friends,” unidentified newspaper, 1911, Moore-Willson papers, box 66; Experimental Reintroduction of the Florida Wild Turkey Fact Sheet, Jan. 4, 2006,
EVER 22965; Oron Bass, personal communication, Oct. 29, 2013.
618 Experimental Reintroduction Fact Sheet; “Back to Roots,” Miami Herald, Jan. 8, 2006.
619 “Naturalists’ Hopes Soar as Bluebirds Appear in the Glades,” Miami Herald, May 25, 1997;
Songbird Reintroduction Executive Summary, Sep. 15, 1997, EVER 42242; “Everglades’ Pine Rockland Is Once Again for the Birds,” Miami Herald, Apr. 16, 2001.
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acted to concentrate fishes in solution holes, alligator holes, and the headwaters of
rivers. When the wet season came, the surviving fish would then spread out again as
the marshes flooded. A succession of unusually dry years might dramatically reduce
fish populations, but they usually would recover after several years of more normal
rainfall. With the implementation of the Central and Southern Florida Flood Control
Project, hydroperiods generally became shorter, with their duration largely determined
by water management decisions. Small freshwater fishes are an important prey source
for most Everglades wading birds, alligators, and some mammals like raccoons. The
artificial drainage system not only changed the hydroperiods in the Everglades but also
created canals, areas of deeper water that never dried up. These became places where
small fishes could seek refuge in the dry season, but they also were tailor-made conduits for the introduction of nonnative fish species into the Everglades (see chapter
14).620
Before the 1950s, no attempts were made to study the numbers and species of
Everglades freshwater fishes. As part of the park’s arrangement with the University of
Miami, J. B. Reark studied fish density and biomass in the Shark River Slough, producing reports in 1961 and 1962. These were the only quantitative studies of marsh fishes
prior to the closing of the gates of Water Conservation Area 3. All subsequent studies
of Everglades freshwater fishes took place in an environment of managed water deliveries. From 1965 to 1972, the NPS had a contract with the USGS to conduct sampling in the Shark River Slough. This work was designed to relate the composition and
populations of aquatic animal communities (fishes, crayfish, apple snails, and shrimp)
to hydrological changes. With the establishment of the South Florida Research Center
in 1976, the park began a long-term program to study the aquatic ecosystem, including
freshwater fishes.621
When James Kushlan was hired at the South Florida Research Center, he developed a throw trap that was a significant improvement over the fixed traps used previously. This one-meter-square trap is portable and is thrown into the water, quickly
confining the fish assemblage. Once the trap is closed, technicians remove the trapped
fish and macro-invertebrates with dip nets. Kushlan also developed a conversion factor to correct for the biases of the fixed nets, so that data from the USGS monitoring
could be compared with data obtained with the throw trap. Monitoring of marsh fishes with the throw trap has been carried on continuously in the park since the 1970s.
620 William F. Loftus and Anne-Marie Eklund, “Long-term Dynamics of an Everglades SmallFish Assemblage,” in Everglades: the Ecosystem and Its Restoration, edited by Steven M. Davis and
John C. Ogden (St. Lucie Press, 1994), 461-463.
621 Joel C. Trexler, William F. Loftus, and John H. Chick, “Setting and Monitoring Restoration
Goals in the Absence of Historical Data: The Case of Fishes in the Florida Everglades,” in Monitoring Ecosystems: Interdisciplinary Approaches for Evaluating Ecoregional Initiatives, edited by
David E. Busch and Joel C. Trexler (Washington, D.C.: Island Press, 2003), 354-356.
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Kushlan’s trap has also been adopted all over the world. The throw trap does not allow
for accurate sampling of larger fishes, which are more widely disbursed. Since 1997,
the park has supplemented throw-trap monitoring with electrofishing. Electrofishing
involves temporarily stunning fish with electric current so that counts of larger fish
can be made. Almost all of the stunned fish recover unharmed within a minute or
two.622
The consistent monitoring of marsh fishes over close to 40 years has provided
valuable data to evaluate the effects of changes in water management regimes. This
kind of data has been and will continue to be used in computer modeling and the
development of performance measures to assess the effectiveness of components of
the Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan (see chapter 28).623

Alligators
The alligator (Alligator mississipiensis) historically was present in large numbers in
Florida. In the 1760s, naturalist William Bartram saw them so thick in the St. Johns
River that he claimed one could walk across the stream on their backs. By the late
1940s, alligators were reduced in number across much of their range in the southern
U.S., largely because they were intensively hunted for their hides. By contrast, they
seem still to have been present in reasonably large numbers in Everglades National
Park. Biologist Frank C. Craighead wrote that in the mid-1950s it was not uncommon
to see 50 to 100 gators during the course of a five- or six-hour boat excursion on the
tributaries of the Shark, Northeast, and Rogers Rivers.624
A number of factors in the 1960s, notably the closing of the gates for WCA
3, stressed alligator populations in the park. The interruption of the previous water regime disrupted the alligator life cycle. Too little water dried up the landscape
and deprived gators of food sources. After female alligators had laid their eggs, too
much or too little water could flood or desiccate nests. The severe drought of the first
half of the 1960s wreaked havoc on gators in the park, prompting managers to take
some drastic measures. As the Everglades gradually dry out in the winter months, fish,
crustaceans, and other small animals become concentrated in deeper pools. Some of
these pools, known as alligator holes, are created by alligators themselves. In winter
622 Trexler, Loftus, and Chick, 357; Loftus and Eklund, 464; Kushlan interview. James Kushlan
has described his trap as “a horrible device to use. You have to stand out in the swamp all day
throwing the trap 10 to 15 times and then digging all the fish out with 30 or so dip net sweeps, all
for a sample. Generations of technicians around the world have hated that trap, but it’s very useful,
very effective.”
623 Jeff Kline, personal communication, June 28, 2013.
624 F. C. Craighead, “The Role of the Alligator in Shaping Plant Communities and Maintaining
Wildlife in the Southern Everglades,” The Florida Naturalist 41/1-2 (Jan. and Apr. 1968):2-7.
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1964/1965, all but the deepest pools dried up. To compensate, the park created artificial pools by blasting holes six to seven feet deep into the limestone underlying the
Shark Slough. Demolition experts from Homestead Air Force Base assisted in this
project. The project had some success; managers supplemented it by moving 83 gators from dry to wet areas and bringing in fish to feed them (figure 12-8, Relocating
an alligator). The blasting of artificial gator holes was repeated in March 1969, but did
not continue beyond that date. The record is silent on why the blasting stopped. It can
be surmised that managers realized that only a few alligators could be protected. In
addition, the NPS in 1974 proposed that most of the park be designated as wilderness,
and blasting was clearly an inappropriate wilderness activity. 625
The Florida alligator population overall rebounded quickly after the 1969 amendments to the Lacey Act largely put an end to the hide trade. As expanding gator numbers increasingly interacted with expanding human populations, the state of Florida
began a nuisance alligator program in 1978 and opened a limited hunting season in
1981. Everglades National Park in 1979 instituted a program for managing “problem
alligators.” When the program was reviewed a few years later, it was noted that from
1972 through 1982, only 27 instances of aggressive alligator behavior had been reported. The report recommended continuing to educate visitors about alligators, enforcing
prohibitions on feeding the gators, and as a last resort, relocating troublesome alligators to other park areas. The recovery of the alligator throughout Florida is a major
success story for a previously stressed species. Alligators in South Florida, including
those in Everglades National Park, tend to have lower growth rates, delayed sexual
maturity, and smaller clutch sizes than alligators farther north. The primary reason is
that the nutrient-poor environment of the Everglades region provides alligators with
a diminished food supply compared to regions to the north.626
The FWS listed the alligator as endangered throughout its range in 1967, largely because it was still being harvested in considerable numbers. The species had recovered sufficiently by January 1977 for the Service to reclassify it as threatened in
Florida and other states. In June 1985, the Service changed the status to “threatened
by similarity in appearance.” The hides of alligators resemble those of other crocodilians, some of which are endangered. This similarity makes identification of particular specimens in the hide trade difficult. The threatened-by-similarity classification
625 SMR, May and June 1965; “It’s Only Way to Save Their Lives,” Miami Herald, May 23, 1965;
Supt. to RDSE, Aug. 13, 1965, Nara II, RG 79, NPS AF, Box 2331; Mgmt. Biologist Klukas to Ranger-Pilot, Mar. 10, 1969, EVER 307996.
626 Martha A. Strawn, Alligators: Prehistoric Presence in the American Landscape (Baltimore:
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1997), 142; Terri Jacobsen and James A. Kushlan, Draft “Evaluation
of the Management of Problem Alligators in Everglades National Park,” Oct. 1983, EVER-00619;
Draft Alligator Overview, n.d. [~1994], EVER 42242, ser. VI, subser. A, subser. 2; Oron Bass, personal communication, Oct. 29, 2013.
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allowed the Service to continue to issue regulations pertaining to alligator hides under
the ESA, even though it no longer considered the alligator to be at risk of becoming
endangered.627

Crocodiles
The American crocodile (Crocodylus acutus) is a large reptile, grayish brown and
mottled with black, that reaches lengths of 7 to 12 feet (figure 12-9, American crocodile). South Florida is at the extreme northern end of the range of the species, which
is found in greater numbers in the waters of Cuba, Jamaica, Hispaniola, and the Caribbean coast from Venezuela to the Yucatan. Historically, crocodiles occurred in Florida
as far north as Lake Worth in Palm Beach County, while their main nesting grounds
were the shores of Biscayne and Florida Bay and the upper Florida keys.628
In 1938, Dan Beard feared that as few as 50 to 75 crocodiles were present in Florida waters. In the early 1970s, the species appeared to be nesting only in a small area
of northeastern Florida Bay and northern Key Largo. The estimated population was

Figure 12-9. American crocodile
627 50 Fed. Reg. 25672.
628 Paul E. Molar, ed., Rare and Endangered Biota of Florida. vol. III. Amphibians and Reptiles
(Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1992), 83-85.
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between 100 and 400 individuals. Concerned about poor nesting success, the park experimented with incubating and hatching crocodile eggs. Managers were encouraged
when they successfully hatched about 10 baby crocodiles in a nesting box in 1969. In
1975, the park began planning an expanded artificial nesting program. Assistant Chief
Ranger James Olson visited the Everglades Wonder Gardens in Bonita Springs to see
whether a breeding program using the gardens’ existing adult crocodiles could supply
juveniles to the park.629 Garden owners Les and Bill Piper showed some interest, but
the park opted to do its own breeding program. Rangers removed eggs from crocodile
nests that seemed to have poor prospects for producing hatchlings and placed them
in an incubator at the park. The experiment was not a success. A 1978 report by John
L. Behler of the New York Zoological Society concluded that a captive breeding program was feasible, but the park did not try again.630
After the failure of the artificial nesting program, the park in 1980 established
a crocodile sanctuary (special protection zone) that embraced Little Madeira Bay, Joe
Bay, Taylor River, East Creek, Mud Creek, and Davis Creek. Females were known to
construct earthen nests on the shores of these waters, and the areas were closed to
public entry. The sanctuary was unpopular with some fishermen, and the park revisited the status of the sanctuary in 1990. There was some evidence that crocodiles had
extended their nesting grounds, but the park concluded that it would not be prudent to
make any changes to the existing sanctuary. Over time, the park has increasingly justified the special protection zone as an area where scientists can study natural processes
unaffected by human intrusion. The protected area serves as a baseline against which
changes in unprotected areas can be measured. In public discussions that were part
of developing the park’s draft general management plan (GMP), some community
members called for reopening portions of the sanctuary, particularly Joe Bay. There
was little or no sentiment for expanding the special protection zone, and the preferred
alternative in the GMP calls for maintaining it as is. See chapter 26 for the evolution
of the park’s GMP.631
629 The Everglades Wonder Gardens, opened in the late 1930s, was one of the earliest tourist-oriented nature attractions in South Florida. Its history is recounted in Charles LeBuff, Everglades
Wildlife Barons: The Legendary Piper Brothers and Their Wonder Gardens (Sanibel, Fla.: Ralph
Curtis Publishing, 2010).
630 Beard, Wildlife Reconnaissance, 87; “Everglades Park Biologists Work to Save American

Crocodile,” NPS press release, Sep. 26, 1969, EVER 22970; Howard W. Campbell, FWS,
Gainesville Station, to Gary Hendrix, Chief Biologist, ENP, Dec. 23, 1975, EVER 42242,
ser. IV; John L. Behler, Feasibility of the Establishment of a Captive-Breeding Population of the
American Crocodile (Homestead: SFRC, 1978).
631 Skip Snow, “An Assessment of Recreational Boating and its Potential Impact on Resources within the Crocodile Sanctuary of Everglades National Park,” Jan. 8, 1991, EVER
42242, ser. VI, subser. A, subser. 2; NPS, Draft GMP; Fred Herling, personal communication, Aug. 21, 2013.
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Believing that only 10 to 20 breeding females existed in Florida, the FWS listed
the crocodile as endangered throughout its Florida range on September 25, 1975. It
then established critical habitat for the species as of September 24, 1976. The habitat
embraced the very southern end of Biscayne Bay, most of Florida Bay, and all of the
Florida keys from Old Rhodes Key to Long Key. In early 1979, the Fish & Wildlife
Service published an American Crocodile Recovery Plan The recovery team included three
Everglades National Park members: Richard Klukas, Dr. William B. Robertson, and
Dr. James A. Kushlan. The major goal of the plan was to “establish self-sustaining
populations at natural carrying capacity in appropriate habitats” through research,
captive breeding, habitat protection, and public education. The recovery plan was updated as part of the MSRP of May 18, 1999. By 2005, the crocodile had expanded its
breeding range, with nesting at the Turkey Point Nuclear Plant complex on Biscayne
Bay and farther west along Florida Bay. The FWS changed the status of the species
to threatened, effective April 19, 2007. Individuals have been spotted as far north as
Tampa Bay, and the total population may have reached 2,000 before a cold snap in early 2010 killed at least 150 crocodiles. The current population estimate is about 1,500.632

Eastern Indigo Snake
The eastern indigo snake (Drymarchon couperi) is a long, thick-bodied snake, reaching lengths of five to six feet in adults (Figure 12-10, Park aide with an indigo snake).
Adults are iridescent black and have throat markings of red, coral, or white that may extend onto the belly. Historically the snake was found throughout Florida and the coastal plain of Georgia, Alabama, and Mississippi. Today, the species is largely confined to
peninsular Florida and 40 counties in Georgia. The snake makes use of a wide range
of habitats, including pine uplands and flatwoods, dry prairie, hardwood hammocks,
the edges of freshwater marshes, agricultural lands, and the banks of canals. Within
Everglades National Park, it has most often been reported in and near Long Pine Key,
on former agricultural lands in the Hole-in-the-Donut, and on keys in Florida Bay.
Within the park, the snake’s prey includes cotton rats, toads, turtle eggs, and several
snake species. The indigo snake needs subsurface refuges and often makes use of gopher tortoise burrows. Indigo snakes have large activity ranges (up to 3,000 acres) and

632 40 Fed. Reg. 44149-44151 (Sep. 25, 1975); 41 Fed. Reg. 41914-41916 (Sep. 24, 1976); “Reclassification of the American Crocodile Distinct Population Segment in Florida from Endangered
to Threatened, Final Rule,” 71 Fed. Reg. 13027-13041; “More Crocs, and More Nervous Gulps:
Once-Endangered Reptile on Rebound; Floridians Anxious as Encounters Grow,” Chicago Tribune,
April 25, 2012.
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are elusive, making it impossible to arrive at reliable population censuses
and trends.633
The FWS listed the
eastern indigo snake as
threatened throughout
its range on January 31,
1978.634 A decline in population had been noted,
attributable to habitat
loss, overzealous pet collecting, and the gassing
of gopher tortoise burrows to kill rattlesnakes.
An eastern indigo snake
recovery plan was issued April 22, 1982. No
critical habitat has been
established. Because development continues to
fragment snake habitat,
the FWS has maintained
the threatened status.
Given the need of the
Figure 12-10. Park aide with indigo snake
species for large home
ranges, the unbroken expanse of Everglades National Park and other state and federal preserves may represent the best chance for the survival of the species. Within the park, the major threat
to the snake is being run over by motor vehicles.635

633 FWS, Eastern Indigo Snake (Drymarchon couperi) 5-Year Review: Summary and Evaluation (Jackson, Miss.: FWS, 2008); T. M. Steiner, O. L. Bass, Jr., and J. A. Kushlan, Status of
the Eastern Indigo Snake in Southern Florida National Parks and Vicinity (Homestead, Fla.: SFRC,
1983).

634 At first listing, the snake was considered a subspecies, Dyrmarchon corais couperi, but is now
considered a separate species
635 FWS, Eastern Indigo Snake 5-Year Recovery Plan, Steiner et al.
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Sea Turtles
Among the most majestic of ocean dwellers are the seven existing species of sea
turtle. Of these, only the loggerhead (Caretta caretta) is known to nest consistently in
Everglades National Park. The green turtle (Chelonia mydas), hawksbill turtle (Eretmochelys imbircata), Atlantic Ridley turtle (Lepidochelys kempi), and leatherback turtle (Dermochelys coriacea) are occasional visitors in park waters (figure 12-11, green sea turtle).
Loggerheads are found in a number of places around the world, but the population in
each ocean basin is genetically distinctive. The population that nests from Virginia to
the Yucatan Peninsula has been designated the Northwest Atlantic distinct population
segment (DPS). Within this DPS, more turtles nest on Florida beaches than anywhere.
The broad Cape Sable beaches within the park are prime loggerhead nesting territory.
As beachfront development farther north along the Gulf Coast destroyed habitat,

FIgure 12-11. Green sea turtle
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more females seem to have begun nesting within the park. Mature loggerheads range
up to four feet in shell length and 440 pounds; they have powerful jaws and feed mostly on mollusks and crustaceans.636
The loggerhead turtle was listed as threatened throughout its range under the
ESA on July 28, 1978. The National Marine Fisheries Service and FWS published a
recovery plan for the Northwest Atlantic population in 1984; the plan was revised in
1991 and 2008. As of this writing, critical habitat has not been designated. A status
review for the species was undertaken in 2009, which concluded that the Northwest
Atlantic population is “likely to decline in the foreseeable future,” largely because of
accidental turtle mortality associated with the active commercial fishery operations in
the Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico. The review found a continued risk of extinction and
recommended no change in the endangered status.637
Depredation of loggerhead turtle nests by raccoons has been a consistent cause
of concern for park managers. In 1964, rangers noted that about 70 percent of turtle
nests at Cape Sable had been destroyed by raccoons. It is possible that raccoon populations had increased after the park was established because hunting was banned. The
park began a live trapping program in 1966, removing and relocating 113 raccoons.
The park continued the trapping for a few years, but never brought the destruction
rate below 50 percent. By 1974, managers noted that the nesting activity had noticeably increased, and raccoon relocation stopped. In an effort to better understand turtle
behavior, park personnel began tagging loggerhead turtles in 1973.638
In the 1960s, the park attempted to encourage nesting of the green turtle within
the park. Historically green turtles have nested primarily on Florida’s Atlantic Coast.
From 1963 through 1966, under the direction of sea turtle expert Dr. Archie Carr,
several thousand hatchlings were brought from the Caribbean Conservation Corporation’s hatchery in Costa Rica and released in shallow waters in the park (figure 12-12,
green turtle hatchlings). The hope was that the mature females would return to beaches in the park to nest, but it appears that none did.639
636 James R. Spotilla, Sea Turtles: A Complete Guide to Their Biology, Behavior, and Conservation (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2004), 6-7, 164-167; T. A. Conant, et
al., Loggerhead Sea Turtle (Caretta caretta) 2009 Status Review under the U.S. Endangered Species
Act. Report of the Loggerhead Biological Review Team to the National Marine Fisheries Service (N.p.:
National Marine Fisheries Service, August 2009), 10, http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/pr/pdfs/
statusreviews/loggerheadturtle2009.pdf.
637 43 Fed. Reg. 32800; National Marine Fisheries Service and FWS, Recovery Plan for
the Northwest Atlantic Population of the Loggerhead Sea Turtle (Caretta caretta), 2nd rev. (Silver
Spring, Md.: National Marine Fisheries Service, 2008); Conant et al., 43-44, 164.
638 Supt. Joseph to RDSE, Dec. 21, 1964, NARA Ph, RG 79, 79-70-A-4751, box 80; Annual
Wildlife Report for ENP, Apr. 20, 1967, Apr. 25, 1968, May 19, 1969, Apr. 28, 1970, Apr. 30, 1973,
EVER 42242, ser. VI, subser. A, subser. 2.
639 “Release of Turtles,” ENP press release, Sep. 27, 1963, NARA Ph, RG 79, 79-70-A-4751, box
80; SMR, Sep. 1963, Sep. 1964, Sep. and Dec., 1965, Oct. 1966.
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Figure 12-12. Green turtle hatchlings for release in park

Florida Tree Snail
The Florida tree snail (Liguus fasciatus) is a large (2- to 3-inch) snail with a conical
shell (figure 12-13, Liguus tree snail). It can be all white or cream in color, but more often has brightly colored bands of yellow, brown, pink, blue, or green. In the past, some
researchers identified snail subspecies based on color forms and shell shapes. Recent
genetic sampling has led scientists to consider all color forms as belonging to a single
species. More than 50 different color variants have been identified, some of which are
now extinct. The snail lives mostly on smooth-barked trees on hardwood hammocks
on the mainland and keys in the four southernmost counties of Florida. The Florida
snail is a subspecies of a tree snail (Liguus fasciatus fasciatus), which is native to Cuba.
The animal is dormant in the dry season from December to April or May. The state
of Florida has designated the tree snail a species of special concern; it has no federal
protection. The main threat to the Florida tree snail is habitat loss as South Florida
has become increasingly urbanized. Another danger comes from the red imported fire
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ant (Solenopsis invicta), an aggressive
insect that has been observed killing
tree snails (see chapter 14 for more
on fire ants).640
When Dan Beard prepared his
1938 Wildlife Reconnaissance, South
Florida had developed a small coterie of tree snail collectors or “lig
hunters.” One collector, Archie
Jones, recalled that he began collecting in about 1934. Beard noted that
the collectors “vie with each othFigure 12-13. Liguus
er for the rarest and most beautiful
tree snail at Royal Palm Hammock
species [i.e., color variants] just like
stamp collectors.” Jones recalled that at the height of the collecting trend, there were
perhaps 20 to 25 serious collectors, one of whom had as many as 100,000 shells in his
collection. Beard felt that the serious and responsible collectors performed a service
by identifying and preserving color variants.641
Shortly after the park’s establishment collectors Archie Jones, Ralph Humes, and
C. C. Von Paulsen visited Superintendent Beard and voiced their concerns over the risk
of elimination of many color forms. They were particularly worried about snails in the
keys, where U.S. 1 gave collectors easy access to the hammocks that were home to the
snails. Humes proposed that they transplant threatened color variants to hammocks in
the park that had no resident snails. Beard liked the idea and assigned Ranger Erwin
Winte to work with the group. The four men spent thousands of hours searching for
rare color forms and for suitable hammocks in the park where they could be introduced. Because of the long distances involved, the collectors temporarily kept snails
on a hammock near the park’s main entrance for later pick-up and delivery to a new
home. Late in his life, Jones recalled that they were sensitive to the risk of accidentally
producing new hybrid color forms. When they detected such a hybrid, they attempted
to kill all individuals. Inevitably, some hybrid forms survived and became established.
From the early 1950s through the mid-1960s, Jones recalls transplanting some 52 color
640 USGS, Florida Tree Snail, http://fl.biology.usgs.gov/sofla/Tree_Snail/General_Biology/general_biology.html; Jason R. Fadely, “Population Distribution of Liguus fasciatus
solidus in Long Pine Key of Everglades National Park” (master’s thesis, Florida Atlantic
University, 2009), 9-10, http://digitool.fcla.edu///exlibris/dtl/d3_1/apache_media/L2V4bGlicmlzL2R0bC9kM18xL2FwYWNoZV9tZWRpYS8xODcyMDk=.pdf.
641 Beard, Wildlife Reconnaissance, 61; Archie L. Jones, interview with Nancy Russell and Oron
Bass, Sep. 20, 2006. In his interview, Jones described how he conducted his collecting trips. He
traveled light, with a sandwich and as much water as he could carry, a telescoping bamboo pole for
reaching specimens high in trees, and a cloth collecting bag fashioned by his wife.
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variants to 224 hammocks within the park. The group also apparently raised snails in
colonies and referred to a “Cuban-type hybrid,” suggesting that they may have crossbred Cuban and Florida individuals. Participants in the introduction effort have color
variants named for them; archiejonesi, beardi, humesi, vonpaulseni, and wintei. A number of
Liguus collectors eventually donated specimens from their collections to the park.642

Butterflies
Butterflies have long attracted the attention of naturalists and collectors and are
now known to be important indicators of ecological conditions. They typically respond
to environmental changes more rapidly than larger animals. Many butterfly species rely
on a single plant as a larval host and a different single plant as a source of nectar as
an adult. Changes in the numbers of host and nectar plants obviously affect butterfly
populations. Butterfly populations also are highly sensitive to weather events (notably,
in South Florida, hurricanes), pesticides, and the effects of fire on their habitat. Butterfly conservation is a relatively new concept, and park staff gave little attention to
butterflies until the late 1970s. It is likely that in early years, ignorance of butterfly life
cycles resulted in park mowing and brush-clearing practices detrimental to butterflies
and their host and food plants. In addition, for many years, prescribed burns in the
park’s pinelands were conducted without considering the effects on butterflies.643
In June 1980, Barbara Lenczewski, a biologist working in the SFNRC, produced
the first checklist of butterflies for Everglades National Park. Her report was based on
two years of field collecting and extensive research in scientific literature and among
butterfly collections in Florida. For each of 99 species, Lenczewski noted the date
first reported in the park, habitat, food plants, and distribution. In 1998-1999, SFNRC
Ecologist Sue Perry and her son Michael Perry did butterfly counts in the park. In
addition, from 1998 through 2008, Sue Perry and FWS Lepidopterist Mark Salvato recorded butterfly observations in the park (figure 12-14, Bartram’s hairstreak butterfly).
Perry’s goals were to determine the status and locations of imperiled butterfly species
within the park so that this information could be considered in resource management
decisions. Perry’s work culminated in her May 2009 “Report: Status of Butterflies in
Everglades National Park.”644
642 Jones interview; SMR, Oct. 1957, June 1962, Feb. 1963; Erwin Winte, Supervisory Park Ranger, to Supt. Joseph, June 30, 1965, NPS, WNRC, 79-85-8; “The Shell Game,” Miami Herald, Nov.
2, 1997; Fadely, 7.
643 Sue Perry, “Report: Status of Butterflies in Everglades National Park” (Homestead, Fla.: SFNRC, May 2009), 1-2.
644 Barbara Lenczewski, Butterflies of Everglades National Park (Homestead, Fla.: SFRC, June
1980), 1-2; Perry, 11-15
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Figure 12-14. Bartram’s Hairstreak butterfly

The major threats to most butterfly species in South Florida are habitat destruction and mortality incidental to pesticide spraying for mosquitoes and other pests.
Populations of a number of South Florida butterfly species have dropped sharply in
recent decades. Some 28 species that Lenczewski recorded as having been observed
historically were not observed by Perry and Salvato in the park from 1998 through
2008. They did observe five new species, including two that were new arrivals to South
Florida from Caribbean islands. The imperiled butterfly species listed by Perry as occurring in the park are listed below. Most were observed primarily in the pinelands of
Long Pine Key.
Florida white (Appias drusilla neumoegennii)
Bartram’s scrub-hairstreak (Strymon acis bartrami)
Silver-banded hairstreak (Chlorostrymon simaethis)
Florida leafwing (Anaea troglodyta floridalis)
Florida duskywing (Ephyriades brunnea floridensis)
Cuban crescent (Anthanassa frisia) – apparently a stray at Flamingo
Tropical buckeye (Junonia genoveva)
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Berry’s skipper (Euphyes berryi)
Palmetto skipper (Euphyes arpa).645

Additionally, three imperiled species that had been observed historically appeared
by 2008 to have been extirpated within the park, although they were known to be present elsewhere in South Florida. These were the Schaus swallowtail (Heraclides aristodemus panceanus), the Miami blue (Hemiargus thomasi bethunebakeri), and the atala (Eumaeus
atala florida).
The FWS has acted to protect several South Florida butterfly species. Once
found from South Miami to Lower Matecumbe Key, the Schaus swallowtail is known
to breed in Biscayne National Park and may be a casual visitor in Everglades National
Park. The FWS listed the species as threatened on April 8, 1976, and reclassified it as
endangered on August 31, 1984. A recovery plan was approved November 17, 1982,
and updated on May 18, 1999, as part of the MSRP. The Miami blue once was endemic
to South Florida and gave its name to the local chapter of the North American Butterfly Association. In 1980, Lenczewski reported that it no longer occurred in Everglades
National Park, although individuals had been collected at Flamingo as late as 1972. By
2007, only a few colonies, one in Bahia Honda State Park and others in the Florida
Keys National Wildlife Preserve, were known to exist. The FWS listed the Miami blue
as endangered on April 6, 2012, and committed to preparing a recovery plan. In the
same action, it listed three species as threatened due to similarity of appearance: the
cassius blue butterfly Leptotes cassius theonus), the ceraunus blue butterfly (Hemiargus
ceraunus antibubastus), and the nickerbean blue butterfly (Cyclargus ammon). On August
6, 2013, the FWS announced its intention to list as endangered the Florida leafwing
(thought to exist only in Everglades National Park) and the Bartram’s scrub-hairstreak
and to designate critical habitat for the two species. In May 2014, the FWS reopened
the comment period for these proposed actions; no final rule has been published as
of this writing.646
To help protect threatened butterfly populations, the Florida Fish and Wildlife
Conservation Commission in 2003 formed the Imperiled Butterflies of Florida Working Group (IBWG). Group members include local, state, and federal agencies (including the NPS and the FWS), the University of Florida, and the North American
Butterfly Association. Park and SFNRC scientists coordinate their butterfly conservation activities with the IBWG. Among the group’s activities have been attempts to
reintroduce species in portions of their former ranges where they no longer occur.
645 “Tropical Butterfly Colonies Disappearing,” Miami Herald, Oct. 22, 2007; Perry, 1-3, 12.
646 Perry, 2, 37; 49 Fed. Reg. 34501-34504; 77 Fed. Reg. 20948-20986; 78 Fed. Reg. 49878-4990
(Aug. 15, 2013); 79 Fed. Reg. 26392-26401 (May 8, 2014); Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation
Commission, Miami Blue Butterfly Management Plan Fact Sheet, June 23, 2010, http://share2.myfwc.com/IBWG/Lists/Announcements/Attachments/21/2010_Jun_MiamiBlueFactSheet.pdf.
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The Miami Blue Chapter of the North American Butterfly Association has taken an
active role in encouraging Everglades National Park to make butterfly conservation a
factor in management decisions on mowing, brush clearing, prescribed fire, mosquito
spraying, and the setting of speed limits on park roads.647
Everglades National Park managers have taken some steps in recent years to
protect populations of imperiled butterflies. Butterfly conservation is complex, partly because generalizations across species cannot be made; species-specific and even
site-specific information often is required. In 2004, Sue Perry began a program to
reintroduce the Miami blue and the atala in Everglades National Park and Biscayne
National Park. Perry and others developed a programmatic document for planting
butterfly host plants and began implementing it in Shark Valley by placing laboratory-bred larvae on the plants. Her team also developed interpretive signs and handouts
to help educate visitors about butterfly life cycles and conservation. The new colonies
in the park, however, did not last beyond two generations. Conclusive reasons for the
failure of the reintroductions are not known, but drift from mosquito spraying and the
2005 hurricanes are believed to have been factors. The fire management team at the
park has been working with the IBWG to adjust prescribed burn practices to minimize
destruction of host plants and butterfly larvae. Mortality from pesticides is a more difficult issue. Mosquitoes are a menace to staff and visitors in the summer months, and
spraying at Flamingo, in particular, is likely to continue, resulting in drift to mosquito
habitat on the coastal prairies. Additionally, pesticides can drift into the park from
beyond its borders. Finally, the potential effects of climate change and sea level rise
on butterfly populations are largely unknown and are only beginning to be modeled.648

Black Bear
The black bear (Ursus americanus) once inhabited all of eastern North American
and was observed throughout the territory and state of Florida in a variety of habitats
until well into the twentieth century. Bears were living as far south as Matecumbe Key
in the late nineteenth century, and William Stafford noted that Royal Palm State Park
was a population center in the 1910s. Dan Beard lacked enough data to include any
observations on the bear in his 1938 Wildlife Reconnaissance. Bears, along with wading
birds, Florida panthers, and manatees, were touted as attractions at the time of the
park’s 1947 dedication. The New York Times wrote that the animal was abundant in
647 Perry, 2; “Tropical Butterfly Colonies Disappearing”; Kimball interview.
648 Sue Perry, Final Report, Planting of Native Plants for Butterflies, Oct. 2006, EVER 42242;
“Endangered Butterflies Reintroduced to Wild,” Miami Herald, June 1, 2004; “Tropical Butterfly
Colonies Disappearing”; 78 Fed. Reg. 49888; Perry, 2009, 33. 51-53. The presence of a Miami blue
specimen in the South Florida Collections Management Center holdings was important evidence
supporting the reintroduction effort.
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the Everglades, an exaggeration even at that time. Today, the animal survives in nine
distinct populations scattered around the state. A population of several hundred bears
is centered in the Big Cypress National Preserve and pineland and cypress swamp
portions of Everglades National Park.649

Florida Panther
The Florida panther (Puma concolor coryi) has usually been described as a subspecies of the North American puma (also known as mountain lion, cougar, catamount,
etc.). The designation of species and subspecies is subject to interpretation, and scientists do not agree on just how many subspecies of Puma concolor exist. A single puma
species once ranged widely across North America, but growing human populations
and habitat destruction have isolated various populations. The panther population in
South Florida is the only remaining puma population east of the Mississippi River. A
2000 study of North American puma populations concluded that the genetic differences among populations were small enough that all previous North American subspecies should be subsumed under the single designation Puma concolor couguar. Not all
scientists studying the Florida panther have accepted this conclusion, and the Florida
Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission continues to employ the Puma concolor coryi designation for the Florida
panther (figure 12-15, Florida
panther photographed from a
remote camera).650
Florida panthers are
solitary predators, with an
average range of about 200
square miles for males. There
is little overlap in ranges
among male panthers, so even
a small population requires a
large expanse of habitat. Because South Florida remained
Figure 12-15. Florida panther
sparsely settled well into the
photographed from remote camera
twentieth century, the panther
649 David S. Maehr, Thomas S. Hoctor, Luther J. Quinn, and Judith S. Smith, Black Bear
Habitat Management Guidelines for Florida, Technical Report No. 17 (Tallahassee: Florida Fish and
Wildlife Conservation Commission, 2001), 1-2; “Florida’s New Park: Dedication of Everglades National Area Opens Unique Region to Tourists, New York Times, Nov. 30, 1947.

650 M. Culver, W. E. Johnson, J. Pecon-Slattery, and S. J. O’Brien, “Genomic Ancestry of the
American Puma (Puma concolor),” Journal of Heredity 91/3 (2000):186-197.
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was able to hold on there after it was eliminated from other areas of the Southeast.
With the great increase in South Florida’s human population after World War II, the
panther’s preferred habitat of upland pine forest, swamp, and hammock vastly decreased. The construction of roads constrained its movements, and the numbers of its
favorite prey, the white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus), fell dramatically. As panthers
grew fewer, they became increasingly inbred and subject to genetic problems. At the
establishment of Everglades National Park, no one knew how many panthers survived
in South Florida, but the best guess was 50 or fewer individuals. By the 1970s, it was
believed that 20 or fewer adults remained. Panthers were more common in the Big Cypress Swamp, but they were present in Everglades National Park, and park managers
were concerned about their prospects for survival.651
Early park efforts for the panther consisted of recording sightings and other evidence (tracks and scat) of the cat’s presence. In 1963, the park believed that perhaps
10 or 12 panthers roamed the park. On several occasions in the 1960s and 1970s, park
managers released animals bred in captivity by the Piper Brothers at the Everglades
Wonder Gardens. In later years, when genetic testing became more precise, individuals
in the Everglades panther population showed genetic markers from Latin American
puma populations. The presumption is that the Pipers imported animals from other
countries to breed with their captive Florida panthers.652 The state of Florida began
attaching VHF radio collars to individual cats in 1981 in order to track panther movements (figure 12-16, radio collar used in panther research). The program was expanded
to include Everglades National Park in 1987. Because this required that the panthers
be tracked by dogs, treed, and temporarily put under anesthesia, the collaring effort
was controversial. In January 1983, a female panther died when a tranquilizer dart hit
an artery rather than muscle. Protests from Marjory Stoneman Douglas and others led
to changes in the capture protocols, but the project continued.653 Because the panther
651 Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission, Florida Panthers: Next Steps, Sep.
5, 2012, 3, http://myfwc.com/media/2345993/4CFloridaPantherPlan_presentation.pdf; FFWCC,
Multi-Species Recovery Plan, 4-117-120.
652 SMR, Sep. 1965; ENP Annual Wildlife Report, Apr. 20, 1967, Apr. 30, 1973; Multi-Species
Recovery Plan, 4-125. From time to time, the Pipers also gave black bears, crocodiles, and turtles to
be released in the park, Gale K. Zimmer, “Animal Release in Everglades National Park,” National
Parks Magazine, August 1966, 22-23.
653 Dr. William B. Robertson Jr. and Oron L. Bass, “Research Plan for Ecology and

Population Dynamics of the Florida Panther in Everglades National Park,” n.d. [1986],
EVER 42242, ser. XIII; “Environmentalists: End Tracking of Panthers,” Miami Herald,
Jan. 21, 1983. One of the more harrowing events in park biologist Oron “Sonny” Bass’s
career was the day that Superintendent Mike Finley insisted that Bass accompany him to
Marjory Stoneman Douglas’s home to tell her about the park’s plans to place radio collars
on panthers. Stoneman was 96 at the time. Finley carefully explained the reasons for the
program, and Douglas finally said that she understood, “but I just can’t go along with you.”
As they got back in the car, Finley looked at Bass and said, “You kill one of those cats and
we’re all dead.” Bass interview.
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is an elusive and largely nocturnal animal, scientists in that period believed radio tracking was the only viable way to learn about the cats’ health, habits, and ranges.
As one of the most endangered large mammals in the world (and Florida’s state
animal since 1982), the panther has inspired a series of conservation measures. The
state stopped all hunting of the species in 1958, and the Department of the Interior
listed it as endangered in 1967. In July 1976, the FWS established a panther recovery team, which released a recovery plan in 1981. Everglades National Park biologist
James Kushlan was part of the recovery team. The Florida legislature in 1983 established the Florida Panther Research and Management Trust Fund and the Florida Panther Technical Advisory Council. The trust fund, which receives revenue from special
panther automobile tags, supports research and public outreach, while the advisory
council provides expert advice to state agencies. The tag sales in the 2010s provided about $1.5 million annually for the state’s panther program. At the suggestion of
Everglades National Park Superintendent Jack Morehead, in 1986 a Florida Panther
Interagency Committee was formed. Represented on the committee are the NPS, the
FWS, the Florida Department of Environmental Protection, and the Florida Game
and Freshwater Fish Commission. Under the committee’s auspices, a habitat preservation plan was prepared in 1993. The status of the panther was again addressed in the
1999 MSRP for South Florida. To date, the FWS had not declared critical habitat for
the panther, evoking fierce criticism and lawsuits from environmental organizations.654
The panther has an important role in the lives of the Miccosukee people. Most
medicine men in the tribe come from the tribe’s panther clan. Tribal members believe
that panther claws and tails have important medicinal and spiritual properties. Residents of the Miccosukee Reserved Area also have concerns about panther interference
with the use of ceremonial locations and the safety of their children and livestock
from panther depredations. An incident in the Big Cypress National Preserve highlights some of the sensitive issues regarding the Miccosukee Tribe and panthers. In
May 2004, because a 10-month-old male panther was frequenting a tribal ceremonial
site, the panther was moved 60 miles north to a state forest. In January 2005, another
male killed the relocated panther.655
By the early 1990s, the signs of inbreeding in the Florida panther population
led scientists to fear that the subspecies was doomed. Many panthers had congenital heart defects, fertility and neonatal survival were poor, and estimates of the total
population hovered around 30. The FWS approved the introduction of female cougars from Texas. Just a few hundred years ago, Texas cougars and Florida panthers
654 Federal listing, 32 Fed. Reg. 4001; Multi-Species Recovery Plan, 4-124, 4-129.
655 FWS, Environmental Assessment for the “Interagency Florida Panther Response Plan”
(Naples, Fla.: FWS, Mar. 2008), 4, 19, 22, http://www.fws.gov/VeroBeach/MammalsPDFs/R4FWSPantherEAFinal.pdf?spcode=A008.
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constituted a single, interbreeding population. The FWS ruled that any offspring
of an introduced female would have endangered species status. Eight female
Texas cougars were released in South
Florida in 1995, two of them within Everglades National Park. Initial results of
this experiment seemed quite promising.
Hybrid offspring had healthy hearts and
better survival rates, and most observers
have pronounced the cross-breeding a
success. An increase in the panther population seems to confirm this; in 2012,
the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission estimated a population of 100 to 160 adults and subadults.
The discovery between 2003 and 2010
of a number of hybrid cats with heart
defects has cast some doubt on the ultimate effectiveness of the cross-breeding
effort.656
Figure 12-16. Radio collar used
in Florida panther research
From 1978 until 2009, Everglades
staff were able to fairly consistently monitor the radio-collared cats from fixed-wing
aircraft. Budget constraints since 2009 have forced the park to turn to passive monitoring using remotely triggered cameras. Everglades staff monitors the panther subpopulation east of Shark Slough. The panther subpopulation west of Shark Slough
is monitored by Big Cypress National Preserve staff, because that population resides
mainly in the preserve but occasionally crosses over into Everglades. Statewide, panther researchers are increasingly using GPS collars that can be monitored without
overflights. Methods commonly used to monitor panthers are often time-consuming
and stressful to the animals. Each winter, the FFWCC, with assistance from federal
agencies, tracks and captures a certain number of collared and uncollared panthers,
Animals are examined and weighed, blood and skin samples are taken, and any necessary vaccines and medicines are administered. Panther kittens under six weeks of age
are also examined, sampled, and marked with a transponder identification chip. Everglades National Park scientists anticipate the future use of less expensive and intrusive
656 Multi-Species Recovery Plan, 4-132; Roman, 117-118; “Panther Back from Near Extinction,” Miami Herald, Feb. 3, 2002; “Florida Panther Back from the Brink,” Miami Herald, Aug. 22,
2005; Florida Panthers: Next Steps, 3.
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monitoring methods. One such method is the use of biopsy darts, which collect a
small skin and tissue sample inside a needle and then drop off the animal. Another
promising technique is scat analysis. DNA in scat allows researchers to distinguish
individuals, and hormones provide information on nutritional health and reproductive
status.657
The long-term prospects for the panther remain uncertain. Its habitat continues
to be reduced and fragmented by development. The automobile is the primary enemy
of the panther, because roads divide up its range and panther/automobile collisions
kill 10, 15, or more animals annually. Educating the public on how to coexist with
panthers is an important focus of panther recovery efforts. The panther’s survival
depends on an unprecedented level of human intervention. The cross-breeding with
Texas cougars was one such management intervention, and the construction of costly
panther underpasses beneath I-75 (Alligator Alley) and U.S. 1 was another. One focus
of current recovery efforts is the establishment of a breeding population north of the
Caloosahatchee River. In May 2014, a recently formed Panther Recovery Implementation Team proposed a program to pay landowners a set sum per acre to maintain
panther habitat. The panther subpopulation in Everglades National Park east of Shark
Slough is small compared to other subpopulations and mixes little with the others. It is
an important population, however, and would be especially so if the other populations
were ravaged by disease. The FFWCC spends its funds mostly on the larger subpopulations and relatively little in Everglades National Park.658

Manatee
The Florida manatee (Trichechus manatus latirostris) is a large, light brown to gray
herbivorous marine mammal (figure 12-17, manatee). It and its closely related subspecies, the Antillean manatee (Trichechus manatus manatus) belong to the mammalian order
Sirenia. The animal is found in shallow coastal Florida waters from the Georgia border
clear around to the Suwannee River on the Gulf Coast. After 1947, Everglades staff
were able to regularly observe manatees, mostly in and around Whitewater Bay and
the Shark, Broad, and Rogers Rivers. Everglades National Park biologist Joseph Moore
published an important article on the manatee in 1951 and developed the now-standard practice of identifying individuals by the pattern of propeller scars on their backs.
657 Mark Parry, personal communication, Oct. 31, 2013; FFWCC, Annual Report on the Research and Management of Florida Panthers: 2012-2013 (Naples: FFWCC, 2013), 7-10, http://
www.floridapanthernet.org/images/field_notes/FWC_Panther_Annual_Report_2012_13_Final_
revised_11sept2013.pdf.
658 Craig Pittman, “Florida’s Best-Managed Extinction,” St. Petersburg Times, Apr. 18, 2010;
Roman, 130, 137; FFWCC, Florida Panthers, Next Steps, 14, 20-24; Mark Parry, personal communication, Oct. 31, 2013; Craig Pittman, “Federal Proposal Would Pay Landowners to Preserve Florida
Panther Habitat, Tampa Bay Times, May 22, 2014.
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Figure 12-17. Manatee

Manatees have no predators besides humans. Other than stress from cold water, the
major threat to manatees is the careless operation of motorboats. In a study of 520
manatee carcasses found in park waters between 1974 and 2004, a cause of death
could be determined in 286 cases. Of these, 115 (40 percent) were found to have died
from boat collisions. Because manatees move around often in search of food, it is
extremely difficult to arrive at accurate population counts. The best estimate of the
current minimum total population is 3,300.659
An 1893 Florida law made it illegal to kill or capture manatees, but enforcement
was lax, and animals continued to be taken, especially when other sources of food
were short. Protection of the manatee improved in the 1970s, with the passage of the
Marine Mammal Protection Act (1972) and Florida’s Manatee Sanctuary Act (1978).
The Florida law imposed speed limits on motorboats in waters frequented by manatees. The U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service placed the manatee on the list of endangered
species on March 11, 1967, under the 1966 act. The FWS designated critical habitat for
the Florida manatee effective September 24, 1976. It then produced a recovery plan
in 1989, which has been revised twice, most recently in 2001. The plan’s goal “is to
assure the long-term viability of the Florida manatee in the wild, allowing initially for
659 Roger L. Reep and Robert K. Bonde, The Florida Manatee: Biology and Conservation
(Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2006), xv; Joseph C. Moore, “The Status of the Manatee in
Everglades National Park, with Notes on its Natural History,” Journal of Mammalogy 32/1 (Feb.
1951):22-36; ”Everglades National Park: Boats Hurting, Killing Manatees,” Miami Herald, Nov. 13,
2007.
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reclassification to threatened status and, ultimately, removal from the List of Endangered and Threatened Wildlife.” 660
As the Fish & Wildlife Service stated in its latest five-year review of the species,
“recovery efforts for the Florida manatee are highly complex, given the tremendous
amount of controversy and conflict associated with ensuring the persistence of this
species.” Recreational interests in Florida have from time to time argued that manatee
populations are stable and protective measures too limiting. In December 2007, hearings convened by the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission to discuss a
change to state endangered status proved quite contentious. Everglades staff monitors
manatee populations in park waters and works closely with state and federal agencies
on long-term recovery efforts. The main protective strategy employed by the park is
enforcement of manatee zone speed limits and other boating regulations.661

Flora
In addition to the royal palm, mentioned by Dan Beard in his 1938 Wildlife Reconnaissance, ferns and epiphytes (air plants), especially orchids, were the flora that park
managers were most concerned about preserving in the 1950s and 1960s (figure 12-18,
an air plant). For years prior to the park’s establishment, some gardeners and collectors
had treated the area as a public nursery, removing attractive plants as they pleased.
In fall 1950, for example, rangers caught six teenage boys in the act of removing air
plants and orchids.662 Dr. Frank C. Craighead Sr., a noted authority on Everglades
flora and a park collaborator, wrote two books on South Florida orchids, epiphytes,
and trees between 1960 and 1971.663 In the 1960s, Craighead was a bit frustrated with
park managers, believing that at times they failed to adequately protect rare flora in
creating trails and fire roads and mowing along motor roads. In 1979, Lloyd Loope
and George Avery prepared a report on rare plant species in and near Everglades
National Park. The authors assigned a level of concern, an appropriate management

660 32 Fed. Reg. 4001 (March 11, 1967); 41 Fed. Reg. 41914 (Sept. 24, 1976); FWS, West Indian
Manatee (Trichechus manatus) 5-Year Review: Summary and Evaluation (Jacksonville: FWS, 2007).
661 FWS, Florida Manatee Recovery Plan, 3d rev. (Atlanta: FWS, 2001), http://www.fws.

gov/northflorida/Manatee/Documents/Recovery%20Plan/MRP-start.pdf; Craig Pittman,
Manatee Insanity: Inside the War over Florida’s Most Famous Endangered Species (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2010).
662 SMR, Nov. 1950.
663 The books were Orchids and Other Air Plants of Everglades National Park (Coral Gables:
University of Miami Press, 1963) and The Trees of South Florida (Coral Gables: University of Miami
Press, 1971).
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action, and a level of monitoring for
each species that they listed. 664 The
FWS has listed two plants found in
the park, one as endangered and another as threatened.

Crenulate Lead-Plant
The crenulate lead-plant (Amorpha crenulata) is a shrub that grows to
a maximum height of about five feet
Figure 12-18. An air plant
and is found only on pine uplands in
South Florida. As most of these areas were developed in the twentieth century, the
plant began to be found in fewer places. The FWS listed the plant as endangered on
July 18, 1985. A recovery plan was approved October 7, 1988, and a revised recovery
plan was included in the MSRP, approved May 18, 1999. No critical habitat has been
designated for the crenulate lead-plant. In 2007, the FWS could locate only seven
populations of the plant. Four of these were naturally occurring and three were reintroductions of the plant on protected sites. The crenulate lead-plant is now entirely
dependent on intensive management actions for its continued survival.665

Garber’s Spurge
Garber’s spurge (Chamaesyce garberi) is a hairy perennial herb with wiry, erect stems
up to 12 inches long. The plant once was found growing in upland areas and beach
ridges in a variety of locations in Dade, Collier, and Monroe Counties. It is fire dependant. Urbanization has eliminated it from the Atlantic coastal ridge and all areas of
Collier County. Garber’s spurge currently has about 17 known populations, two of the
largest of which are in Everglades National Park, at northwest Cape Sable and Long
Pine Key. Garber’s spurge was listed as threatened under the ESA on July 18, 1985. A
recovery plan was approved October 7, 1988, and a revised recovery plan was included
in the MSRP, approved May 18, 1999.666
664 F. C. Craighead to Chief Ranger, ENP, Nov. 10, 1966, EVER 42242; Lloyd L. Loope and
George N. Avery, A Preliminary Report on Rare Plant Species in the Flora of Everglades National
Park (Homestead, Fla.: SFRC, 1979).
665 “Endangered and Threatened Status for Five Pine Rockland Plants,” 50 Fed. Reg. 2934529349( July 18, 1985); FWS, Crenulate Lead-Plant, 5-Year Review: Summary and Evaluation (Vero
Beach, Fla.: FWS, 2007).
666 FWS, Garber’s Spurge, 5-Year Review Summary and Evaluation (Vero Beach, Fla.: FWS, 2007).

